
Leaders in Eco-Friendly Fresh 
& Chilled Food Packaging 
Technology



Who we were & Who we are

• D&L Packaging was established in New Zealand in 2000. Our early objective was to team up with some of the best international 
manufacturing companies, who were specialists in their field of packaging machinery and who offered affordable and quality 
solutions to suit a relatively small market, like New Zealand. 

• We also aligned ourselves with like minded New Zealand companies, which enabled us to offer far more focused advice than could 
ever be offered by one company alone. 

• Our market in many segments of packaging machinery and consumables continued to grow, but we became more and more 
involved in food & beverage packaging and processing equipment, to the point where we started a new division of D&L Packaging. 

• was registered as a company in 2017 and since then we have established access to some truly outstanding and 
innovative food packaging and processing options for the NZ, Pacific Islands and Australian markets. Some of these have never 
before been available in these regions.

• is now firmly focused on offering cooking, processing, packaging and chilled storage of food lines, with the emphasis on 
improved shelf life, reducing food waste, while reducing plastic packaging. 



Cardboard Skin & Tray Packing

Click to view video

Skin Packing on to cardboard

Tray sealing onto cardboard trays



Die Cut Cardboard for Skin & Tray Packing
Vacpack supplies flat die cut cardboard as an entry level option. Food is placed on the board then skin film is adhered to the 
pack. As a result, all outside atmosphere is eliminated. This prolongs the safe shelf life of the product, eliminates the possibility 
of contamination & ensures a clean leak free pack.

- Reduce plastic by up to 80%
- Keep food fresher for longer
- Custom Printing is Available

Formed cardboard tray ready for food

Flat cardboard 
skin packing



Board & Tray Packing

All the skin & tray packing bases that                 supply 
are either cardboard or 100% recycled RPET



Cardboard Tray Forming 

offers larger capacity linear tray formers / 
sealers.

The cutter / former is used to die cut the board. It 
is then pressed to make a tray and a light film is 
adhered to it.  These trays can then be used as 
individual trays on any tray sealing machine.





Press Formed Cardboard Trays

With this system, the cardboard base is press 
formed into a shallow tray. This is similar in 
shape to the polystyrene trays presently 
available in New Zealand supermarkets. 

During the press forming process a light film is 
adhered to the board. This creates a seal 
against moisture loss & and to ensures a good 
barrier.

The food item is then placed in the formed tray 
and a light skin film packed over the top. This 
seals the food product into an atmosphere-
controlled pack, ensuring a better shelf life, 
while eliminating any liquid spillage.

The board can be pre-printed to give another 
great marketing option.



Other machinery offered

Full Range of Multiple tray sealing & skin packing machines.

Flow Bagger machines for larger meat cuts and exporting.



Full range of industrial vacuum packaging equipment & automated meat packing 
systems.

Hot dip shrink tank systems & Dryers


